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Programme

Session

3:00 Welcome and introduction to the event

Alison Bond, Business Partnerships Senior Manager, CEC

3:05 Creating different models of experiences of the workplace

Tom Thayer, Education Lead, Hinkley Point C 

Designing resources

Rebecca Goodwin, Regional Customer and Community Manager, Fortem

3:25 Questions from the audience

3:35 Programmes for smaller employers

Celine Elliott, Engagement Lead, Cornwall Museums Partnership

Working with a provider

Leighton Johnson, Early Career Manager, Airbus

3:55 Questions from the audience

4:05 New BM6 Experiences of the Workplace Guide for Employers

Alison Bond, Business Partnerships Senior Manager, CEC

Sharon Walpole, Director, Careermap

4:10 Careers Leader perspective

Adam Allison, Associate Assistant Vice Principal, Unity City Academy, Middlesborough

4.20 Questions from the audience

4.25 Close

Alison Bond, Business Partnerships Senior Manager, CEC
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‘Virtual Work Experience with START Profile – Year 11s completed a task around structural integrity and heard directly from Senior Leaders about the HPC Project, Apprentices 
about their experiences so far and completed a virtual tour of the Bridgwater and Taunton College’s new 'Welding Centre of Excellence' . This initiative provides a springboard to 

Young HPC and Summer 2021 MEH Apprenticeship and HSO programme opportunities’

Background: Our partners START Profile received emergency funding from the Department for Education in June to develop the 
technology and pilot the concept of a Pre-16 Virtual Work Experience. They chose HPC and BP to be the lead Employers for the 
development.

Programme: Designed to enthuse and support those young people who have missed out on so much because of COVID, the pilot 
programme offered an innovative CEIAG provision to 24 YP across Somerset and included an assignment based on Structural Integrity, 
an audience with BTC and MEH Apprentices, an introduction to Further Education (with BTC inclusive of a 360 WCoE tour), HPC Jobs
insights, a 'Q and A' session with HPC Directors and was classified as a 'meaningful' virtual engagement/encounter under the Gatsby 
Foundation framework.

Pre-16 HPC Virtual Work Experience
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Impact: The positive feedback from the young people, HPC colleagues, and BP (the other pilot) will do much to help the DfE drive the national 
conversation and future strategy. Students were particularly driven at the end of the experience and very focused on how to 'immediately' access HPC 
apprenticeship opportunities and the Young HPC programme. Every participant would recommend the experience to a friend!

"...the programme has helped me to stay more positive and believe in myself more, it also helped me explore my post 16 career paths and aim high 
and furthered my understanding on apprenticeships and the construction industry..." - Female candidate

"...Mitigating the risks of Covid-19 for young peoples' futures is such an enormous challenge and we've been delighted to work with HPC and create life 
changing opportunities..." – Jon Arundel START Profile CEO

Next Steps?

• Pre-16 HPC Virtual Work INSIGHT 'On Demand’ went live in December 2020 
(dramatically increasing reach and flexibility in delivery)

• Post-16 HPC Virtual Work Experience is in development
• Opportunity to transfer learning to other areas of of business and wider partners
• Support the CEC with supporting VWEX in the Summer Term 2021 and encouraging 

other Contract Partners to get involved

‘Structural Integrity Assignment – Examples of project assignments can be view on the 

EDF (UK) YouTube channel by clicking here.

For further information, contact: thomas.thayer@nnb-edfenergy.com

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLXeIrBe86r_Lol6GNZbdEa-Xmo5DVows0
mailto:eauskillsdevelopment@nnb-edfenergy.com


Welcome Fortem 
Online WEX 

Rebecca Goodwin 

Regional Customer & Community Manager 



Who are Fortem?

- Fortem provides specialist property solutions 

- Fortem deliver a range of internal and external repairs 
24/7 

- Fortem deliver capital investment & refurbishment 
services.

- Fortem specialise in making homes more energy efficient 

Inspiring a legacy in the communities where we work 
is at the heart of our business



A five-day virtual work experience programme aligned to the 
Skills Builder Framework which prepares young people aged 14+ 
for the next steps of their career journey, raises aspirations and 
promotes inclusivity for all through the flexible delivery methods

The programme is made up of 5 modules 

- Innovation 

- Customer care

- Design 

- Planning 

- IT 

What is our online offer



• We worked in partnership with D2N2 LEP and a Careers Hub school

• We looked at office based roles within our organisation 

• We started small, building 1 module at a time 

• We reviewed the Gatsby Benchmark guidance for virtual encounters

• We worked with a local school to get constructive feedback & ensure 
it was fit for purpose (students & career lead) 

• We used the Skills Builder Frame work to link essential skills back to 
education 

How we did it



• Allows students to gain valuable work experience in a flexible way

• Provides students with an insight into the world of work

• Allowed continued engagement with local schools and young people to 
access work experience during the Covid-19 pandemic & can now be 
used as a blended approach to WEX 

• Is a way of promoting opportunities or roles within your business to 
help close the skills gap

• Allows you to reach out to a large number of schools & colleges

• Helps schools to achieve Gatsby Benchmark 6 (Interactive two way 
engagement with young people & Fortem ensuring a meaningful 
encounter for young people)

• Helps schools achieve Gatsby Benchmark 4 (Career leaders can use this 
to pick out modules to support careers in the curriculum)

The benefits 



Things to consider when creating your 
WEX programme



Cornwall Museums 
Partnership (CMP)
Our purpose is to create positive social change 
with museums; we are a small charitable 
organization with 12 members of staff.

We work in partnership so that is how we 
planned our VWEX.

Students spent half their time with our staff 
and half with Penlee House Museum and 
Gallery: they would normally have students in 
for work experience so this helped them 
overcome the C-19 barriers.



The programme

• Intro to our organization and key staff 
members

• Set a ‘challenge’ that was useful to both 
museums (our core audience) and the students

• Provided students with information to support 
their research and relevant to their age group

• Variety of faces/voices

• Feedback following presentations 

• Q&A with team members from different 
backgrounds E.g. current apprentice/ interns etc. 



Difficulties

• CMP hadn’t run a work experience programme before so a new challenge

• Buy-in: whole team not wholly on-board

• Technology: can be great but lack of interaction can feel ‘cold’

• Prior examples: we didn’t really have anything to base ours on so used a 
‘real life’ challenge we face as the base for our programme



Success

• Diversity: opportunity to reach more students from different backgrounds

• Access: geography and ability to access museums no barrier to inclusion

• Opportunity to view organization from the outside/connect with 
colleagues/partner organisations

• Could be used as in future as part of a hybrid programme and/or taster 
session

• Enabled partner organization to fulfill target despite C-19



New BM6 Guide 
for Employers
Launching April 2021



Giving Young People Experiences 
of Your Workplace

A digital guide to support employers
Created by



Learn from our experience

Deep dive with the new reports

Gatsby Benchmark 6: 

experiences of the workplace

Moving online

Virtual & blended work experience

Encouragement & benefits

Tools to help

Created by



Practical tools to help

Downloadable resources
Created by



Learn from other employers

Experience and resources shared
Created by



Careers Leader perspective

Adam Allison 
Unity City Academy 

Associate Assistant Vice Principal



Alternative delivery models

• Virtual programme 

• A blended approach



Strategy planning 

• Aims 

• Planning for impact 

• Overcoming barriers



Fundamental considerations

• Safeguarding

• Health and safety

• Employer impact



Thank you

Contact details
Adam Allison

Telephone: 01642 326262
Email: aallison@unitycityacademy.org




